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Advances	in	gene	edi9ng	
have	prompted	four	
related	studies	(formerly	
the	Na9onal	Research	
Council)	
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Released June 2016 
nas-sites.org/gene-drives 
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•  PDF	of	the	full	report	
•  Report	in	Brief	
•  Webinars	with	experts	
•  Archived	webcast	of	public	

release	at	NAS	
•  Slide	presenta9on	



Motivations for the Study: 
Recent increase in the pace of research 
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Cumula9ve	number	of	gene	drive	research	
publica9ons	(1960	–	2015)	
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Gene	drives	are	systems	of	biased	inheritance	in	which	the	
ability	of	a	gene9c	element	to	pass	from	a	parent	organism	
to	its	offspring	through	sexual	reproduc9on	is	enhanced.	

	
	

   What Are Gene Drives? 



(from Esvelt et al. 2014) 

   CRISPR-based Gene Drives 
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Key Features and Potential Uses 
of Gene Drives  

•  Defining features: 
–  Spread and persistence 
–  Potential to cause irreversible ecological change 
 

•  Two potential uses: 
–  Population suppression: Decrease numbers 
–  Population replacement: Change genetic characteristic(s) 
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Proposals 
to Use 
Gene 

Drives 

Esvelt	et	al.	2014	



Motivations for the Study 
Many questions about science, ethics, and governance 

•  Could gene drives have unintended consequences for 
public health and the environment?  

 

•  Do we know enough to consider releasing gene-drive 
modified organisms into the environment? 

 

•  Should a gene drive be used to suppress or eliminate a 
pest species? 

 

•  How do we decide where gene-drive modified organisms 
could be released? What should be governments’ role?  
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 Statement of Task 
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•  Review the state of the science of gene drive research, identifying the key 
scientific techniques for reducing ecological and other risks, and characterize 
and assess environmental and other hazards to target and non-target 
organisms. 

•  Examine the oversight mechanisms for organisms containing gene drives in 
the laboratory, for use in field releases within the US and in LMIC.  

•  Determine the adequacy of this existing oversight mechanisms and risk 
assessment guidance.  

•  Discuss relevant legal, social or ethical considerations in selecting sites for 
field releases and engaging those living in or near potential release sites. 

 
•  Provide general principles that will guide responsible practices in gene drive 

research 
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A responsible science 
approach calls for 
continuous evaluation and 
assessment of the social, 
environmental, regulatory, 
and ethical considerations 
of gene drives. 

(NASEM, 2016) 

 

Responsible Science to Develop 
Gene Drive Technologies 
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There is insufficient evidence available at this time to support the 
release of gene-drive modified organisms into the environment. 
 
However, the potential benefits of gene drives for basic and applied 
research are significant and justify proceeding with laboratory research 
and highly-controlled field trials. 
 
There are considerable gaps in knowledge, particularly in regard to 
ecological and evolutionary considerations for the organism and its 
ecosystem that in turn affect risk assessments, public engagement, and 
governance. 

(NASEM, 2016) 
 
 
 
 

State of the Science 



Questions about responsible science, from why and how research 
should be conducted to whether, when, and where a gene-drive 
modified organism could be released into the environment, rest on 
values at every step (NASEM, 2016). 
 
•  Fairness (distribution of benefits and harms) 
•  Justice (who makes decisions and how) 
•  Knowledge (to advance human capacities and for its own sake) 
•  Nature (control, stewardship, intrinsic vs. extrinsic values, 

purposeful extinctions) 
•  Precaution 
 

Values Are Important at Every Step 
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 Phased Testing Pathway  
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Stepwise,	
itera9ve	
approach	to	
scien9fic	
evalua9on	
	
Guides	research	
and	supports	
evidence-based	
decision	making	

Risk	assessment	
Public	engagement	

Governance	



Existing mechanisms of governance may be inadequate to address 
potential immediate and long-term environmental and public health 
consequences because they:  

•  Do not consider gene drives’ intentional spread and potential 
irreversible effects on ecosystems  

•  Lack clarity in their jurisdiction of oversight 

•  Provide insufficient structures for public engagement 

•  Do not address the potential for misuse 

•  Lack policies for collaborating with other countries with divergent 
systems of governance 

 

 

 

 

Challenges to Governance of Gene Drive 
Research and Development 
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Advantages of ecological risk assessment: 
–  Quantify the probability of specific outcomes 
–  Trace cause-and-effect pathways 
–  Identify sources of uncertainty 
–  Incorporate concerns of relevant publics 
–  Compare benefits and harms 
–  Compare alternative strategies 
–  Inform research and public policy decisions 

Relevant U.S. guidelines and technical documents are not yet 
sufficient on their own to guide ecological risk assessment for 
gene drive technology. 
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From Environmental Assessment to 
Ecological Risk Assessment  



Defining engagement 

Seeking and facilitating the 
sharing and exchange of 
knowledge, perspectives, 
and preferences between 
or among groups who 
often have differences in 
expertise, power, and 
values (NASEM, 2016) 
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Communi9es	
Groups	of	people	
who	live	in	or	near	
candidate	release	
sites	for	gene	drive	

organisms	

Stakeholders	
People	with	direct	professional	
or	personal	interests	in	gene	

drives	

Publics	
Groups	of	people	who	contribute	to	democra9c	
decision-making,	but	may	lack	direct	connec9on	

to	gene	drives	



Public engagement cannot 
be an afterthought.  
 

The outcomes of 
engagement may be as 
crucial as the scientific 
outcomes to decisions about 
whether to release a gene-
drive modified organism into 
the environment (NASEM, 2016) 

Public Engagement as a Priority 
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Communi9es	
Groups	of	people	
who	live	in	or	near	
candidate	release	
sites	for	gene	drive	

organisms	

Stakeholders	
People	with	direct	professional	
or	personal	interests	in	gene	

drives	

Publics	
Groups	of	people	who	contribute	to	democra9c	
decision-making,	but	may	lack	direct	connec9on	

to	gene	drives	



•  Local knowledge 
•  Principles of justice 

–  Transparency 
–  Informed consent 

•  Opportunities for mutual 
learning 
–  Scenario development 
–  Reflective deliberation 

•  Building of trust 
         (NASEM, 2016) 
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Motivations for Engagement 
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Designing Information Flow 

Type	of	
Engagement	

Informa9on	
Flow	

Public	
Communica9on	 Sponsor	 à	 Public	Representa9ve	

Public	Consulta9on	
Sponsor	 ß	 Public	Representa9ve	

Public	Par9cipa9on	
Sponsor	 ß	à	 Public	Representa9ve	

Rowe,	G.,	&	Frewer,	L.	J.	(2005).	A	Typology	of	Public	Engagement	Mechanisms.	
Science,	Technology	and	Human	Values,	30(2),	p.	255.	

Public	Engagement	
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•  Who should be engaged? 
•  What are the goals of engagement? 
•  When should engagement occur? 
•  How can cultural differences among those 

involved in engagement be recognized and 
respected in ways that enhance deliberation? 

•  What are potential triggers for polarization? 
•  How should the results of engagement feed into 

practical and formal decision making about 
research and technological deployment? 

(NASEM, 2016) 
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Challenges of Engagement 
ECAST	Network	



The	Vineyard	Gaze;e	
July	27,	2016	

Experimenting with engagement 
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https://ecastnetwork.org/ 
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Thank you! 
 

Jason_Delborne@ncsu.edu 27 


